Abstract. Unlike on-line discretization performed by a number of machine learning (ML) algorithms for building decision trees or decision rules, we propose off-line algorithms for discretizing numerical attributes and grouping values of nominal attributes. The number of resulting intervals obtained by discretization depends only on the data; the number of groups corresponds to the number of classes. Since both discretization and grouping is done with respect to the goal classes, the algorithms are suitable only for classification/prediction tasks. As a side effect of the off-line processing, the number of objects in the datasets and number of attributes may be reduced.
Introduction
The Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) process can involve a significant iteration and may contain loops among data selection, data preprocessing, data transformation, data mining, and interpretation of mined patterns. The most complex steps in this process are data preprocessing and data transformation. The result of these steps should be data in the form suitable for the data mining algorithms used 1 . Thus, the necessary preprocessing and transformation operations are e.g. "merging" data to create singe data matrix from a number of related data tables, creating new attributes, excluding unnecessary attributes, discretization or grouping.
We present here algorithms for the last two mentioned operations: "off-line" discretization of numerical attributes and "off-line" grouping values of nominal attributes. Such transformations can help in better understanding the data that enter into the data mining step. Both algorithms are class-sensitive, so they can be used only for classification/prediction tasks.
The described algorithms were developed within the Kex framework [2] but can be used as a preprocessing tool for other ML algorithms as well.
Discretization
The task of discretization of numerical variables is well known to statisticians. Different approaches are used such as discretization into a given number of categories using equidistant cutpoints, or discretization based on mean and standard deviation. All these approaches are "class-blind", since they do not take into account that objects belong to different classes. Hence they can be used if the data mining algorithms perform unsupervised learning 2 . If the task is classification/prediction the information about the class label can be used during discretization.
In the TDIDT family, the algorithms for discretization are based mostly on binarization within a subset of training data created during tree generation [6] . Well known algorithm by Fayyad and Irani extended this idea to multi-interval discretization [8] . KnowledgeSeeker, a commercial system of the TDIDT family, looks for "best" k-way split of each variable using F statistics for numerical attributes and χ 2 statistic for nominal attributes; so the system performs both discretization and grouping [4] .
Discretization in the set covering algorithm CN4 (a large extension of CN2) is based on entropy or Laplacian estimate [5] .
All these systems discretize numerical attributes "on-line", during learning. The algorithms described in the paper preprocess the data "off-line" before starting the machine learning step.
A survey of the system
Kex performs symbolic empirical multiple concept learning from examples, where the induced concept description is represented as weighted decision rules in the form Ant =⇒ C (weight) where Ant is a combination (conjunction) of attribute-value pairs, C is a single category (class), weight from the interval [0, 1] expresses the uncertainty of the rule.
Kex [2] works in an iterative way, in each iteration testing and expanding an implication Ant =⇒ C. This process starts with an "empty rule" weighted with the relative frequency of the class C and stops after testing all implications created according to the user defined criteria. During testing, the validity (conditional probability P (C|Ant)) of an implication is computed 3 . If this validity significantly differs from the composed weight (value obtained when composing weights of all subrules of the implication Ant =⇒ C), then this implication is added to the knowledge base. The weight of this new rule is computed from the validity and from the composed weight using inverse composing function. For composing weights we use a pseudobayesian (Prospector-like) combination function
.
During expanding, new implications are created by adding single categories to Ant.
Algorithm for discretization
We treat each numerical attribute separately. The basic idea is to create intervals for which the aposteriori distribution of classes P (C|interval) significantly differs from the apriori distribution of classes P (C) in the whole training data. This can be achieved by simply merging such values, for which most objects belong to the same class. Within the Kex knowledge acquisition approach, this will lead to rules of the form interval =⇒ C, but this approach can be used for other learning algorithms, too.
The number of resulting intervals is "controlled" by giving a threshold for minimal number of objects within one interval; less frequent intervals are labeled as "UNKNOWN" in the step 3.1 (the algorithm is shown in Figure 1 ). 3 The validity P (C|Ant) is computed from the data as if for the given value all objects belong to same class, then assign the value to that class else if for the given value the distribution of objects with respect to class membership significantly differs (according to χ 2 or relative frequency criterion) from frequencies of goal classes, then assign that value to the most frequent class else assign the value to the class "UNKNOWN"; 
Algorithm for grouping
Grouping values of a nominal attribute becomes important if the number of these values is too large (e.g. hundreds of ZIP codes or profession codes). To deal with each value separately can bring problems both during computation (e.g. branching a node) and interpretation. The grouping algorithm for Kex is based on the same idea as the discretization described above. Again, we create groups of values such, that the aposteriori distribution P (C|group) significantly differs from the apriori distribution P (C). The main difference to the discretization algorithm is that we create single group for each value of class attribute and an additional group labeled "UNKNOWN"; so the number of groups is fixed. The grouping algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
Evaluation of the algorithms
During discretization/grouping of an attribute, we can loose some information hidden in the data. We can measure this loss by the number of contradictions be-MAIN LOOP: 1 for each value do 1.1 compute frequencies of occurrence of objects with respect to each class; 1.2 assign the class label to every value using procedure ASSIGN; enddo 2 create the groups from values using procedure GROUP;
ASSIGN:
if for the given value all objects belong to same class, then assign the value to that class else if for the given value the distribution of objects with respect to class membership significantly differs (according to χ 2 or relative frequency criterion) ) from frequencies of goal classes, then assign that value to the most frequent class else assign the value to the class "UNKNOWN"; GROUP: 3.1 create groups for values with the same class label; Fig. 2 . Algorithm for grouping fore and after the preprocessing. Contradiction here means a situation when objects described by same attribute values belong to different classes. Any learning algorithm will classify such objects as objects belonging to the same (usually the majority) class and objects belonging to other classes will be classified wrongly. We can count such errors and thus estimate the maximal possible accuracy as:
1 -no. of errors no. of objects As a side effect of the off-line processing, the number of objects in the datasets and number of attributes may be reduced. This reduction can give us some information about regular patterns in the data.
Another useful information is the number of intervals or groups. If the preprocessing results in a single interval/group or in one interval/group with very high frequency in the data, we can ignore the corresponding attribute in the subsequent machine learning step.
Empirical results
We have tested our algorithm on different datasets taken from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [10] . The results are summarized in Table 1. This table  gives for the used data sets 4 the number of (different) objects and the maximal possible accuracy both before and after discretization. We present also the results of classification accuracy for different systems to show that there is no significant difference between Kex (system, that motivates the discretization algorithm) and other systems (CN4 ordered mode, CN4 unordered mode, and C4.5). We used our discretization/grouping algorithm also to preprocess a more complex data [3] . The KDD Sisyphus data is an excerpt from a Swiss Life data warehouse system MASY [9] . These data consist of several relations describing relationship between Swiss Life partners, insurance contracts and components of insurance tariffs. The goal of KDD on this data is to find concept description for given class (TaskA, TaskB). After creating single data matrix for each task we run the discretization and grouping algorithms for the TaskA and TaskB data. The results (in terms of maximal possible accuracy before and after this preprocessing) are shown in 
Conclusion
Unlike on-line discretization performed by a number of ML algorithms during building decision trees or decision rules, we propose off-line algorithms for discretizing numerical attributes and grouping values of nominal attributes. The number of resulting intervals obtained during discretization depends only on the data; the number of groups corresponds to the number of classes. Since both discretization and grouping is done with respect to the goal classes, the algorithms are suitable only for classification/prediction tasks.
The obtained intervals/groups can be interpreted as potential knowledge. The results of the off-line discretization and grouping can also help during further preprocessing of the data. If we obtain single interval, we can conclude that the discretized attribute is irrelevant for the classification task. We can draw the same conclusion also if after discretization or grouping almost all objects fall into one interval/group. It should be also mentioned that although the original idea of the discretization procedure is related to the Kex, the algorithms show good performance together with other machine learning algorithms.
